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Over the years, cloud computing has gained immense popularity. The evolu-
tion of cloud computing has given rise to virtualization technologies, specifically,
container-based virtualization. Kubernetes is the most widely used container
orchestration tool, for deploying and managing containerized applications. Ku-
bernetes provides a cluster with a control plane and several worker nodes. Due
to the limitations of the single cluster architecture, multi-cluster deployment is
being preferred as it improves scalability, isolation, and availability of applica-
tions. Kubernetes Clusters Federation provides a platform for managing appli-
cation deployment on multiple clusters from a single management point called
the manager. However, the manager is a single point of failure: if it goes down
the application deployer cannot deploy applications on multiple clusters from a
single point anymore. This thesis aims to address this issue by designing a Proof
of Concept (POC) for achieving resiliency in the Kubernetes Federation manage-
ment. The POC uses the active-passive high-availability approach for creating
redundant managers. The managers use the Raft consensus algorithm for select-
ing a leader amongst themselves. The manager selected as the leader actively
serves the application deployers and sends a copy of the configuration informa-
tion of the deployed applications to the other managers. If the leader becomes
unavailable, the Raft consensus algorithm selects another leader that starts from
the last known state of the failed leader and continues serving the application
deployers. The performance of the POC was evaluated by running a series of
reliability experiments. The results of the tests were promising and showed that
the proposed solution is highly reliable and feasible to implement.
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CNCF Cloud Native Computing Foundation
API Application Programming Interface
CRDs Custom Resource Definitions
CRs Custom Resources
PCIDSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
NSM Network Service Mesh
IPsec Internet Protocol Security
CNI Container Network Interface
NSE Network Service Endpoints
NSC Network Service Clients
NSR Network Service Registry
NSmgr Network Service Manager
MTTF Mean Time To Failure
MTTR Mean Time To Recovery
POC Proof of Concept
RPC Remote Procedure Call
Kind Kubernetes in Docker
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In recent years, cloud computing has gained immense popularity and is now
widely used around the world [56, 71]. Cloud computing helps reduce costs
by providing on-demand IT products and services. Virtualization in cloud
computing is the abstraction of resources that makes computing scalable,
efficient, and economical. It provides a virtual image of resources that can
be used on multiple machines simultaneously. Virtualization is done at the
platform as well as at the Operating System (OS) level [55]. Platform virtu-
alization virtualizes the hardware to run different Virtual Machines (VMs)
on top of a single physical machine. Each VM runs its own OS and appli-
cations independent of the host machine and other VMs. OS virtualization
relies on the host OS to run workloads in different computing environments
called containers. Containers require only the application and the libraries
they depend on to run; consequently, they are lightweight compared to vir-
tual machines [67]. Container-based virtualization consumes fewer resources
and makes the application deployment efficient and scalable [63]. It is impor-
tant to have a container orchestration platform that manages the containers
on multiple nodes in large-scale container-based systems. Kubernetes is the
most popular orchestration platform that automates application deployment,
resources management, scaling, and load balancing. It manages multi-tiered
distributed applications as containers on a cluster of physical or virtual ma-
chines [69].
There are many limitations of deploying a single Kubernetes cluster, such
as having a single point of failure, limited control over isolating multiple ap-
plications from each other causing them to impact each other, and requiring
higher security measures for controlling the access of the users. Due to these
limitations, organizations are moving towards deploying multiple Kubernetes
clusters to fulfill their needs [12]. Deploying multiple Kubernetes clusters
improves the scalability, isolation, and availability of the applications. How-
10
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ever, in multi-cluster Kubernetes deployment applications are deployed and
managed on each cluster separately [37], which is cumbersome. Kubernetes
Clusters Federation makes multi-cluster application deployment easier by
providing a framework to manage the application deployment on multiple
clusters from a single management point namely, a manager. The applica-
tion deployer communicates with the manager and applies the application
configuration, which is propagated automatically to the multiple clusters as
shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Multi-Cluster Federation
1.1 Problem Statement
In Kubernetes Clusters Federation, a central management point called man-
ager manages the application deployment on multiple clusters and ensures
that those clusters are in the desired state. If the manager becomes un-
available, the application workloads running on the clusters remain undis-
rupted. However, this scenario introduces a single point of failure. Having
a single central management point prevents the application deployer from
deploying or querying the federated applications if it becomes unavailable.
Additionally, it is impossible to ensure that the federated applications on the
clusters are in the desired state. Therefore, this thesis designs a Proof of
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Concept (POC) to achieve resiliency in the Kubernetes Clusters Federation.
The POC uses redundant managers to store the information about the de-
ployed application. One manager actively serves as the leader and deploys
the applications onto multiple clusters whereas the other managers store the
configuration information of the deployed applications. If the active manager
becomes unavailable, any one of the available managers can become active
and continue the application deployment.
1.2 Structure
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 explains the main
technologies this thesis is based upon with a focus on aspects related to
resiliency. Chapter 3 describes different solutions for Kubernetes Clusters
Federation along with their advantages and limitations. Chapter 4 describes
resiliency and how it can be achieved using consensus protocols. It also
explains and compares different consensus algorithms. Chapter 5 overviews
the proposed solution and the POC implemented in this thesis. Chapter 6
explains the test environment and the experiments performed to evaluate
the feasibility of the proposed solution. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and
provides directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background
This section overviews the basic concepts behind the Kubernetes Federa-
tion with a focus on aspects related to resiliency. Specifically, its first sec-
tion describes Kubernetes, its main objects, and the basic architecture. It
then explains multi-cluster management in Kubernetes, different approaches
for configuration of multiple clusters, and their benefits. The chapter also
overviews Kubernetes Federation and discusses a reference Kubernetes Fed-
eration architecture and concludes with a summary.
2.1 Kubernetes
Kubernetes is a container orchestration system derived from Borg and Omega
[51], Google’s internal container-based cluster-management systems. Kuber-
netes is currently hosted and managed by the Cloud Native Computing Foun-
dation (CNCF) [50]. A container orchestration tool ensures that containers
scheduled to execute workloads run on either a physical or a virtual machine
and replaces unhealthy containers. Kubernetes is the leading open-source
platform that automates the deployment, management, and scaling of con-
tainerized applications [69]. It allows developers to focus on the business
logic of applications without worrying about the complexity of implementing
it.
When Kubernetes is deployed, it provides a cluster containing the control
plane as well as the worker machines [49, 55]. The role of the control plane
is to host the processes that maintain the desired state of the cluster. The
worker machine is responsible for running the application workloads. Every
Kubernetes cluster contains at least one worker machine also referred to as a
node for running the containerized workloads. The control plane machine can
also work as the worker machine and run the application workloads although
13
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this is not generally recommended.
Kubernetes uses persistent entities called Kubernetes objects [31] to rep-
resent both the desired and the actual state of the cluster. They include,
for instance, the currently running applications, the available resources, and
the policies related to the application behavior. These objects are queried
and manipulated through the Kubernetes Application Programming Inter-
face (API) [22]. There are many Kubernetes objects. The following section
overviews those relevant to this thesis.
2.1.1 Kubernetes Core Objects
• Namespaces: Namespaces [28] group Kubernetes objects by binding
them to a name. Namespaces provide an abstraction through which
the users create virtual sub-groups within the cluster. They allow dif-
ferent groups of users that belong to a specific team or project to share
resources within a single cluster without interfering with each other’s
work. They also allow the users to enhance role-based access control,
define resource quotas for different teams, and separate development,
testing and deployment environments from each other [29]. Kubernetes
provides the users with three namespaces, i.e., default for default re-
sources, kube-system for Kubernetes components and kube-public
for public resources. In addition, users can create their namespaces
and deploy objects in those namespaces. When a Kubernetes cluster is
deployed, all the deployments, services, and pods with no namespace
are deployed in the default namespace.
• Pod: A pod [33] is the smallest deployable computing unit representing
an instance of an application running within a cluster. It comprises
one or more containers that share the same resources, such as storage
and network [62, 69]. Each pod in a Kubernetes cluster is assigned a
unique IP address shared by all the containers within the pods through
which other pods communicate with it. Kubernetes supports two types
of pods, i.e., Service pods and Batch/Job pods. Service pods run a
workload in the background permanently whereas job pods execute
specific jobs and terminate on job completion. A pod can be exposed
to the outside world by configuring it to use the host network. This
would enable the pod to access the network of the host node and be
accessible on all the interfaces of the host machine. A pod can also be
exposed to the outside world by using a Kubernetes Service as defined
below.
• Service: A Kubernetes pod is ephemeral. It is created and destroyed
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multiple times during its life cycle. Therefore, a Kubernetes service
[35] acts as an abstraction for pods. Specifically, it exposes a group
of pods by assigning them a name and a unique IP address allowing
network access to those pods from within and outside the cluster. The
service type defines the scope of the access to the pods [70]. There are
three types of services.
– ClusterIP: By default, the services assign a ClusterIP to the
pods. The pods with a ClusterIP can only be accessed from within
the cluster.
– NodePort: The service is accessible from outside a cluster by
assigning a static NodePort to it from the range 30,000-32,767.
The NodePort serves as a proxy to access the pods selected by
the service within the cluster.
– LoadBalancer: provides access to the service from outside the
cluster by enabling the load balancer functionality of a cloud
provider. The load balancer then automatically redirects the re-
quests from outside the cluster to a given service.
• Deployment: A Kubernetes deployment [26] acts as a controller for
creating and managing the pods running the application workloads.
It can be used for scaling up and down the pods, rolling out updates
or rolling back the pods to an earlier state [25]. Users can define the
desired state of the pods within the deployment; the deployment con-
troller continuously monitors the state of the pods to ensure that they
maintain the desired state.
• ConfigMaps: ConfigMaps [23] are used to store configuration infor-
mation, such as connection strings, hostnames, credentials, or URLs
about the objects as key-value pairs. In Kubernetes, ConfigMaps allow
users to keep containerized applications portable, by decoupling the ap-
plication logic from the environment-specific configuration. The infor-
mation stored in a ConfigMap is not encrypted or kept secret therefore
only non-confidential information should be stored in a ConfigMap.
• Secrets: Secrets [34] are used to store and manage a small amount
of sensitive data, such as passwords, ssh keys, and OAuth tokens. A
pod can use a secret by referencing it using three ways, i.e., as files in
a mounted volume on a container, as container environment variables,
and using kubelet when it pulls the images for the pods.
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• Custom Resource Definitions: Kubernetes Custom Resource Defi-
nitions (CRDs) [24] are used to extend the Kubernetes API by adding
Custom Resources (CRs). A Kubernetes Resource is a Kubernetes API
endpoint that stores the collection of objects of a specific point. For
instance, the deployment resources store a collection of the deployment
objects. CRDs enable the users to define objects of a custom type
and make them available as Kubernetes resources. The users can then
create custom resources using then CRDs. These resources are then
handled by Kubernetes and can then be used like all the core Kuber-
netes resources.
2.1.2 Kubernetes Architecture
Figure 2.1 shows the basic architecture of a Kubernetes cluster with one
control plane and three worker nodes. The control plane manages the worker
nodes.
Figure 2.1: The Kubernetes Architecture [49]
The control plane contains the following components [49].
• API Server: The API server is the main component of the Kubernetes
control plane. It exposes a RESTful API for querying and changing
the state of the Kubernetes objects within the cluster over HTTP. The
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API server acts as a front-end that is accessible by users and several
other components from within and outside the Kubernetes cluster. The
HTTP API can be used to modify objects to achieve the desired state
of the cluster by using command-line tools, such as kubectl [36] and
kubeadm, or directly through an HTTP client, such as wget [48] or curl
[8].
• Etcd: Etcd is a highly available and consistent database that stores in-
formation about the cluster configuration, cluster state, and metadata.
It is a distributed data store that stores the information as key-value
pairs that are read and written by only the API server.
• Kubernetes Controller Manager: The controller manager is a dae-
mon that implements the non-terminating control loops to maintain
the desired state of the cluster. A control loop uses the API server to
inspect the state of the pod and makes or requests changes.
• Scheduler: The scheduler assigns the most appropriate nodes to the
newly-created pods by using different scheduling algorithms [54]. It en-
sures that the workload in a Kubernetes cluster is distributed according
to the defined constraints, available resources, and other specifications.
The scheduler can also remove a pod from a node to distribute the
workload.
The Kubernetes worker node runs the pods that execute the application
workloads. It contains the following components [49].
• Kubelet: is a node agent that runs on each of the Kubernetes nodes
and registers the node to the API server. It receives the pod specifica-
tions from the API server and ensures that the containers are running
inside pods according to the pod specification.
• Kube-proxy: is a network proxy that runs on each node within the
cluster and is responsible for maintaining the network rules. These
network rules enable internal and external network communication to
the pods within a cluster.
• Container Runtime: is a software that pulls the images from public
or private registries and then executes the containers using those im-
ages. A registry is a storage and distributed system for named images.
Kubernetes supports multiple container runtimes, such as containerd,
rkt, lxd CRI-O, and Docker. However, the most widely used container
runtime is Docker.
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2.2 Multi-Cluster Kubernetes
Multi-cluster Kubernetes refers to the strategy of deploying applications on
more than one Kubernetes cluster. Although deploying applications on a
single cluster is cost-effective and provides ease of management, such an ap-
proach has several limitations [3]. First, applications deployed on a single
cluster have a single point of failure; any sort of fault in the cluster, such
as component failure, configuration error, or outage in the infrastructure,
can disrupt the entire workload. Second, multiple applications running on a
single cluster share the same resources, such as hardware, network, and the
operating system, and may interact with each other in undesired ways that
are not secure. Moreover, these applications can utilize the resources desig-
nated to the other applications, thereby preventing them from running their
workloads. Third, when all the applications in an organization are deployed
on a single cluster all the employees get access to that cluster which imposes
higher security risks in the cluster. Fourth, there is a theoretical limit up to
which a single Kubernetes cluster can grow to manage the workload; 5,000
nodes, 150,000 pods, and 300,000 containers. Also, it is quite challenging to
manage a single cluster when the pod size increases over 500 due to higher
strain on the Kubernetes control plane.
As a result of these limitations, organizations have been moving rapidly
towards deploying applications on multiple Kubernetes clusters. Section 2.2.1
overviews different approaches for multi-cluster Kubernetes.
2.2.1 Multi-Cluster Architecture
There are several approaches [3, 46] that can be employed to divide a work-
load and set up multiple clusters, depending on the requirements as shown
in Figure 2.2.
• Single cluster per deployment unit: In this approach several small
clusters are deployed for each deployment unit of an application. A de-
ployment unit is a single development, test, or production instance of
an application. This approach allows complete isolation of the work-
loads from each other.
• Single cluster per application: In this approach, all the instances of
an application, i.e., development, testing, and production are deployed
on a single cluster and each application is deployed in a separate cluster.
This approach enables the customization of each cluster according to
the application.
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Figure 2.2: Multi-cluster Kubernetes Approaches
• Single cluster per computing environment: This approach iso-
lates the environments in which the applications are developed, tested,
and deployed. It allows the configuration of each environment sepa-
rately and limits access to the production environment, thereby limit-
ing the impact of an incident on the production workloads.
• Replicated clusters: In this approach, an application runs com-
pletely on a single cluster and its replicas are run on the other clusters.
With this approach, the application can be scaled globally by having
different replicas of the application available in different geographical
locations. The traffic to the application can be routed to the nearest
availability zone of the application to improve its response time.
• Split by service clusters: In this approach, an application is divided
into several parts based on the services it provides, and each service is
deployed in a separate cluster. This approach may be used for making
compliance with regulatory requirements easier. For instance, isolating
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCIDSS) compliant
services from other application services. This approach enables stronger
isolation between different parts of an application and allows the de-
velopers to work on individual services without disrupting the entire
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application.
2.2.2 Multi-Cluster Kubernetes Configuration
There are multiple ways to configure multi-cluster Kubernetes, two of which
are discussed below [46].
• Kubernetes-Centric: Kubernetes-centric approaches focus on mod-
ifying the existing Kubernetes configuration to have a centralized con-
trol plane that manages multiple clusters. Some examples of projects
working on Kubernetes-centric approaches include KubeFed [17], Ad-
miralty [2] and Shipper [44]. These projects will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 3.
• Network-Centric: Network-centric approaches focus on establishing
a strong network connection between multiple clusters so that they can
communicate with each other. Istio service mesh [13], Network Service
Mesh (NSM) [39], and Consul [7] are some examples of network-centric
multi-cluster projects that are further discussed in Chapter 3.
2.2.3 Multi-Cluster Kubernetes Benefits
Multi-cluster approaches provide several benefits which are discussed below
[12, 46].
• Increased availability and performance: The multi-cluster ap-
proach enables the users to deploy their clusters into different geo-
graphical locations for geo-redundancy. Deploying the clusters closer
to the end-users improves the performance. Also, the replicas of an
application on different clusters make the application highly available
for end-users.
• Isolation and multitenancy: Multi-cluster Kubernetes provides a
greater level of isolation by deploying applications and environments
into separate clusters. Isolation reduces the amount of disruption
caused if a specific cluster fails and makes it easier to run different
operational processes on individual clusters. Also, it is relatively eas-
ier to route each tenant (end-user) to specific clusters and keep them
isolated.
• Compliance: Multi-cluster Kubernetes reduces the scope of the cloud-
specific rules and regulations that each cluster has to comply with.
Therefore, it becomes easier to configure the clusters based on the rules.
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• Avoid vendor lock-in: A multi-cluster setup makes it easier to avoid
vendor lock-in and users can take advantage of the cloud capabilities
and pricing offered by different vendors by deploying different clusters
on different cloud platforms.
• Improved operational readiness: Multi-cluster reduces the opera-
tional errors and simplifies the cluster creation process and operational
costs.
2.3 Kubernetes Clusters Federation
Kubernetes Clusters Federation is a mechanism through which the configu-
ration of applications on multiple Kubernetes clusters is coordinated [52]. It
schedules the workload on multiple clusters located in different regions from
a single interface based on given requirements, providing low latency and
high bandwidth to users [54]. Federation helps the developers in improving
the responsiveness and reliability of the applications deployed on multiple
clusters [58]. In a federation, the clusters are configured in a way that if one
of the clusters in the federation fails, another cluster that runs the replicas
of the applications on the failed cluster immediately takes over its place,
thereby making the applications resilient. For instance, if an organization
has an application deployed on two clusters, one is running on Google Cloud
Platform in Asia and another is running on a bare-metal server in Europe,
if the cluster in Asia fails, the application would still be available on the
other cluster in Europe. Section 2.3.1 provides an overview of a reference
Kubernetes Federation Architecture.
2.3.1 Kubernetes Federation Architecture
A sample architecture of the Kubernetes Federation is presented in Figure 2.3
. In a Federation, a single management point called manager combines several
clusters. The manager coordinates the configuration of the applications on
other clusters. The configuration of the application to be deployed is applied
to the manager which schedules the deployment and manages the spanning
clusters. This manager is a single point of failure. If it becomes unavailable,
it would be impossible to deploy applications on multiple clusters from a
single point and monitor the state of those clusters.
For instance, an organization has three clusters, i.e., Cluster1, Cluster2,
and Cluster3. Cluster1 is running on Google Cloud Platform in Asia, Clus-
ter2 is running on Amazon Cloud in Europe and Cluster3 is running on a
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Figure 2.3: Sample Architecture for Kubernetes Federation
bare-metal server in Europe. The clusters are set up to work as a federa-
tion. The application deployer can federate the applications on Cluster2 and
Cluster3 by applying the configuration of the applications on Cluster1. If
Cluster1 fails, the application would still be available on Cluster2 and Clus-
ter3. However, the application deployer would not be able to federate more
applications. Also, in the absence of Cluster1, it would be difficult to monitor
the desired state of the applications on Cluster2 and Cluster3.
2.4 Summary
This chapter focused on the basic concepts this thesis is based upon: Kuber-
netes, Multi-Cluster Kubernetes, and Kubernetes Federation. Kubernetes is
the leading container orchestration system that automates the deployment,
management, and scaling of applications. When Kubernetes is deployed, it
provides a cluster with a control plane and several worker nodes. When we
deploy applications on a single Kubernetes cluster, it has certain limitations.
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For this reason, organizations have been moving towards deploying applica-
tions on multiple Kubernetes clusters. These multi-clusters can be configured
in a Kubernetes-centric or a network-centric way. Kubernetes Clusters Feder-
ation provides a mechanism to manage applications on multiple Kubernetes
clusters from a single management point.
Chapter 3
Kubernetes Federation Projects
The previous chapter overviewed multi-cluster Kubernetes and two ways
multiple Kubernetes clusters can be configured i.e., Kubernetes-centric and
Network-centric. Additionally, the previous chapter described Kubernetes
Clusters Federation and its sample architecture. This chapter overviews dif-
ferent projects offering Kubernetes Clusters Federation solutions along with
their advantages and limitations available. Afterwards, this chapter describes
the main architecture of KubeFed, the second iteration of federation efforts
from Kubernetes upon which this thesis is based.
The projects working on Kubernetes Clusters Federation has been divided
into two categories, i.e., Network-centric and Kubernetes-centric.
3.1 Network-Centric
3.1.1 ClusterMesh Cilium
ClusterMesh [6] is a multi-cluster implementation of Cilium, a network plugin
providing network connectivity along with load balancing between the ap-
plication deployed on containers. ClusterMesh extends cilium by providing
pod IP routing, transparent service discovery, network policy enforcement,
and transparent encryption services across multiple clusters. Each of these
services is built in a separate layer and can be implemented separately de-
pending on the requirements of the users. Each cluster in a ClusterMesh
has its own etcd server used to maintain its state and communicate with
other clusters via etcd proxies. ClusterMesh can be used in several ways and
provides many benefits. First, it can be used to ensure the high availability
of the Kubernetes Clusters. The services deployed on the clusters can be
replicated onto clusters in different availability zones. In case of failure of
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one cluster, the requests can be redirected to the replica cluster. Second,
it can be used to provide shared services to multiple tenants. Third, the
stateless and stateful services can be split across multiple clusters making
migration of the services from one cloud platform to another one easier. One
of the major limitations of cluster mesh is that it requires cilium managed
etcd which is used to guarantee quorum, create certificates and manage com-
paction. Also, cluster mesh requires cilium as CNI which is complicated to
set up as compared to other CNI plugins [5].
3.1.2 Submariner
Submariner [45] is an open-source project providing layer-3 network con-
nectivity between Kubernetes clusters in a secure and performant way. It
creates network tunnels and routes to enable network communications be-
tween the applications deployed on multiple clusters without setting up a
NodePort, ingress controller, or load balancer. It enables geo-redundancy,
scaling, and fault tolerance by allowing the pods and services on different
clusters to directly communicate with each other in both on-premise and
cloud platforms. Submariner provides several features including compatibil-
ity with existing Kubernetes clusters, encrypted network paths using Internet
Protocol Security (IPsec) a secure network protocol, centralized broker ac-
cessible by all the clusters, flexible service discovery, and compatibility with
other Container Network Interface (CNI) plugins. There are several limita-
tions of Submariner. First, it requires the minimum Kubernetes version 1.17.
Second, it only supports kube-proxy in iptables mode and not in IP virtual
server mode. Third, if the Kubernetes clusters are deployed using Calico
plug-in, then additional configurations are needed to make them compatible
with Submariner.
3.1.3 Network Service Mesh
There are many limitations of the Kubernetes network, such as lacking ad-
vanced L2/L3 connectivity, inability to meet the dynamic requirements of
pods, and lacking multi-cloud/cross-cluster network connectivity support
[30]. Network Service Mesh (NSM) [39] is a network service. A network
service is a network function, such as bridge, router, firewall, and VPN gate-
way that provides services at L2/L3 layer and processes and forward pack-
ets. NSM provides L2/L3 connectivity such as virtual L2 networks, virtual
L3 networks, VPNs, firewalls, and DPI, etc. on applications deployed in
Kubernetes clusters. NSM is a standalone cloud-native solution that can be
deployed in and outside of a Kubernetes cluster and supports cross-cluster
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and multi-cloud networking. NSM contains several components, such as Net-
work Service Endpoints (NSE) to accept client requests for network service,
Network Service Clients (NSC) clients to initiate the request for a network
service, Network Service Registry (NSR)–the registry of NSM components,
and Network Service Manager (NSmgr)–the control plane of NSM, and NSM
Forwarder to provide end-to-end connections. There are many benefits of
NSM. First, it provides dynamic and advanced network services which are
not available with Kubernetes CNI plugins. Also, it is easier to optimize
and can work well with high-speed and low latency applications. Moreover,
it can also work with service meshes and Software-Defined Networking for
providing comprehensive network capabilities to Kubernetes clusters. How-
ever, NSM is limited to only networking capabilities and does not provide
orchestration functionality.
3.1.4 Istio Multicluster
Istio [13] is a service mesh that provides an interface to control how mi-
croservices interact and share data with each other. A service mesh is an
infrastructure layer that can be added to applications to monitor and man-
age the network of microservices under a single administration. Istio contains
two components, i.e., the control plane and the data plane. In the data plane,
an Envoy proxy is added as a sidecar proxy along with each microservice that
intercepts the incoming and outgoing traffic from and to other proxies. An
Envoy proxy is an edge and service proxy that adds observability, resiliency,
and routing to the service. The control plane is responsible for managing
and configuring these Envoy proxies. The clusters in Kubernetes are all
connected to the Istio control plane and the Envoy communicates with the
control plane to create a service mesh. Istio provides a dedicated infrastruc-
ture layer that can be transparently added to the top of your distributed
applications. It has several features, such as TLS encrypted communica-
tion with native certificate management, strong identity-based authorization
and authentication, log monitoring, fine-grained traffic control, and load bal-
ancing. Istio provides a nice ecosystem that facilitates the communication
between the microservices and provides features for configuring, managing,
and monitoring the clusters. It makes the application deployment and test-
ing easier and it is easier to diagnose errors. The traffic between the services
can be easily monitored and it offers valuable insights. There are also certain
limitations of Istio that make it difficult to implement, such as outdated doc-
umentation, lack of instructions on how to do different things, and mismatch
between versions of products. Istio also adds complexity to the system due
to an additional layer. Additionally, a single control plane is a single point
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of failure that would fail the service mesh if it goes down.
3.1.5 Consul
Consul [7] is a service mesh like Istio that enables communications between
the microservices and provides services with service discovery configuration
and segmentation functionality. It requires a data plane and supports both
proxy and native integration models for service meshes. Although Consul
has a built-in proxy, any 3rd party proxy, such as Envoy, can also be used
with it. The main features of Consul include service discovery for clients,
health checks for cluster health, TLS encrypted communication, and support
for multiple data centers. Consul provides its own key-value data store with
a simple HTTP API used for storing data. Consul provides several advan-
tages. It does not have a central control plane so changes can be made to
components at the edge. It also allows the users to keep half of the ser-
vices in the virtual machines and half of the services in Kubernetes that
adds versatility. Consul’s architecture allows it to be installed to any sys-
tem without requiring any additional system. Although consul is extremely
lightweight and streamlined, it has several limitations. It enforces identity
and authorization to layer 4 only. Also, despite providing TLS it does not
support native certificate management like Istio and the certificates cannot
be manually changed or modified if they are compromised.
3.2 Kubernetes-Centric
3.2.1 Shipper
Shipper [44] provides the application deployers a high-level API that allows
them to use kubectl for managing Kubernetes objects with complex rollout
strategies on multiple clusters. It has two types of clusters, i.e., management
cluster and application clusters. Shipper itself runs on the management clus-
ter that stores the cluster objects and secrets that allows it to connect to
the application clusters. The application clusters are where Shipper deploys
the applications for the application deployers. Shipper does not require any
component to be downloaded to the application clusters and allows the ap-
plication deployers to deploy their applications in different geographical lo-
cations and cloud platforms without any compliance issues. Shipper keeps a
record of all the rollout steps and allows the application deployers to abort
or revert any step. The users can additionally customize the rollout strategy
for each application cluster and customize the speed/risk according to their
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requirements. Shipper provides several benefits, such as it minimizes the
risk for deployment by allowing the application deployers to revert back the
deployments to an earlier state. Moreover, it can keep a rollout on a specific
step for up to 10 hours which makes it easier to abort a step. Shipper also
has certain limitations, such as it cannot perform rollouts for StatefulSets,
HorizontalPodAutoscalers, and bare ReplicaSets. Moreover, it has tight in-
tegration with Helm and is designed to take Helm as input so the application
deployer cannot use Kubernetes vanilla resources. Also, Shipper ensures
that all clusters in the rollout strategy are rolled out at the same state due
to which it cannot roll out applications cluster by cluster. Additionally, the
management cluster where Shipper runs is a single point of failure. If the
management cluster fails, the application deployer will not be able to roll out
applications on application clusters.
3.2.2 Admiralty
Admiralty [2] provides a set of Kubernetes controllers to schedule workloads
across multiple clusters. There are two types of clusters in admiralty, i.e.,
source clusters and target clusters. Source clusters are the ones where we
configure the pods to be scheduled and target clusters are the ones where
the pods are deployed. Admiralty lets the application deployer federate the
resources without rewriting the deployments. Whenever a pod is scheduled
in a source cluster, admiralty creates a dummy pod that sleeps. Admiralty
uses a mutating pod admission webhook to intercept the pod creation process
and starts another round of scheduling that would make the pod placement
decision for federation and deploy the pods in the target clusters. Despite
being a new platform admiralty has several advantages. It provides high
availability and centralized access control and audio logs. Moreover, there
is no federation-specific configuration required. Also, it has active disaster
recovery and allows to scale clusters easily. However, it also has the limitation
of a single point of failure. If a source cluster fails, the applications cannot
be deployed to the target clusters of those source clusters.
3.2.3 KubeFed
The Kubernetes Federation approach is introduced and managed by Multi-
cluster Special Interest Group that focuses on issues related to multi-cluster
management in Kubernetes. Kubernetes Federation v1 was maintained by
the core Kubernetes team. It is very similar to the actual Kubernetes and
lets the user take advantage of Kubernetes annotations to federate resources
by modifying the Kubernetes API. Kubernetes Federation v1 has many lim-
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itations, such as difficulty in modifying Kubernetes API at the cluster level,
limited flexibility, and no settled path to general availability, due to which it
is now deprecated [27].
KubeFed [17] or Kubernetes Federation v2 is the second iteration of the
federation efforts from the Kubernetes community. It is the official project
of Multicluster Special Interest Group. KubeFed allows the application de-
ployers to deploy applications on multiple clusters from a single point. The
process of deploying applications to multiple clusters from a single interface
is known as Federation. In KubeFed, a single cluster known as the host
cluster combines several other clusters. The host cluster acts as a manager
and coordinates the configuration of the applications on other clusters. The
other clusters that join the host cluster are called member clusters. The host
cluster can also act as the member cluster and execute actual workloads.
The host cluster exposes the Federation API, schedules the deployment, and
manages the spanning clusters.
The management cluster contains two main components, i.e., the Feder-
ation API and Federation Controller Manager as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: KubeFed Architecture [58]
• Federation Controller Manager: is similar to Kubernetes controller
manager that acts as a manager and implements the non-terminating
control loops. It watches the state of the clusters in the federation and
makes or requests changes to maintain the desired state of the clusters.
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KubeFed uses a push reconciler method to synchronize the state of the
federated resources in the host cluster with the Kubernetes resources
in the member clusters.
• Federation API Server: The API server is exposed by the manage-
ment cluster. The federation API is similar to the Kubernetes API
through which the controller manager communicates to the clusters.
KubeFed makes it easier to configure applications on multiple clusters.
The application deployers configure the applications on the host clus-
ter and specify the placements policies and the resources that would be
scheduled on the member clusters. Also, it allows the application de-
ployer to abstract the applications from the cloud provider and makes it
easier to move containers from one cloud platform to another. However,
the project is not yet mature and has a major limitation. In KubeFed
the application deployer applies the configuration of the application to
be federated onto the host cluster and the KubeFed controller pushes
that onto the member cluster. If the Kubernetes cluster on which
KubeFed is running fails, the KubeFed host cluster would fail and the
application deployer would not be able to federate any resources. More-
over, the controller manager would not be able to ensure the desired
state of the cluster when the host cluster would be unavailable.
3.3 Summary
This chapter described several projects offering Kubernetes Clusters Federa-
tion solutions along with their advantages and shortcomings. In Kubernetes
Federation, a single management point manages the federation of multiple
clusters. The management point is a single point of failure. If the man-
agement point fails, the application deployer would not be able to feder-
ate further applications. This limitation has been observed in a number of
projects discussed in this chapter including KubeFed, Shipper, Istio, and Ad-
miralty. Therefore, this thesis aims to address this limitation and proposes a
solution that eliminates the single point of failure and provides resiliency in
Kubernetes Federation management. For the design and implementation of
the solution, this thesis focuses on KubeFed since it is the official project of
the Kubernetes community. Moreover, KubeFed is more widely adopted, has
better support from the community, and has active contributors as compared
to the other projects.
Chapter 4
Resiliency and Consensus
The previous chapter described several projects providing Kubernetes Clus-
ters Federation solutions including their benefits and limitations. Addition-
ally, it explained the main architecture of KubeFed, the second iteration of
the federation efforts from the Kubernetes community along with its lim-
itation of having a single point of failure. This thesis addresses the issue
of the single point of failure by designing a solution to achieve resiliency in
KubeFed. This chapter defines resiliency and explains how it can be achieved
using two different strategies. In addition, it explains redundancy and con-
sensus protocols which are the building blocks of this thesis design.
4.1 Resiliency
Resiliency refers to the use of strategies to ensure the high availability of
a system. A system is said to be resilient if withstands a number of com-
ponent failures and continues operating after a disruption, such as power
failure, and network disconnectivity. Resiliency is often achieved with the
help of redundant components to eliminate the single point of failure [9]. If
one component fails or is unavailable due to any disruption the redundant
component operates in place of the failed component.
Resiliency is often measured in terms of the availability of a system at
a given point, such as calculating the delays or frequency of faults, and the
time to recover from faults [42]. The two important factors used to measure
resiliency are Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), i.e., the average time taken
by a system to fail, and Mean Time To Recovery(MTTR), i.e., the average
time taken by a system to recover. An optimal configuration of a resilient
system ensures high MTTF and low MTTR.
There are many strategies that can be employed to achieve high avail-
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ability for ensuring the resiliency of a system, two of which are as follows
[1].
• Active-Active Components: One of the approaches to make a sys-
tem resilient is to deploy the components as active-active. In this ap-
proach instead of using a single component, at least two components
both providing the same service are used for serving the client. Both
components are set up for redundancy and the individual configura-
tions/services are redundant on both components. When one of those
components fails, the other continues to serve the clients of both com-
ponents. This approach is used in load balancing scenarios where the
load is spread among a number of components.
• Active-Passive Components: In the active-passive approach, sim-
ilar to the active-active approach there is more than one component.
However, as the name implies not all the components are in the active
mode. In this approach, one of the components is in the active mode
and serves the clients while the other components remain in the passive
mode until the main component goes down or is disconnected. Like in
the active-active approach it is important for both components in the
active-passive approach to have redundancy and similar configuration
so that the client is unable to identify the difference when the passive
component takes over the place of the active one.
4.2 Redundancy and Consensus Protocols
Redundancy refers to the intentional replication of a system’s components.
It helps us to enhance resiliency and ensures that the system continues to
operate after a failure or fault. A resilient system works as a coherent system
and is able to survive the failure of a number of components. An important
requirement of a redundant system is to ensure that all the components
are synchronized and share the same state. This behavior is achieved using
consensus protocols [66] that help us in achieving a fault-tolerant system by
replicating the data on multiple components. Consensus protocols implement
log abstraction which contains the trace of events in the order of execution.
These logs are replicated on all the components and appear as if there is a
single state machine. Consensus protocols satisfy the following two properties
to achieve this.
• Consistency: All components should have the exact same logs.
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• Liveliness: All the events or client requests should be immediately
added to the logs.
These protocols are known as consensus protocols or algorithms because,
in order to add any value to the logs, the majority of the components should
reach a consensus. The values are proposed by one of the components and the
other components vote on the value to reach a consensus. These algorithms
guarantee safety [60] by ensuring that only a single value proposed by one of
the components is chosen and a value is not committed in the logs unless a
consensus of the majority of the components has been received. Consensus
algorithms usually work by selecting a leader from the components. All the
values to be committed are sent to the leader by the clients that propose the
value to the other components. When the leader receives the consensus of
the majority of the components, the value is committed to the logs. If the
leader component fails, another node is chosen as the leader [53] The leader
is usually elected using the votes of the majority of the components. The
leader election mechanism ensures that the new leader will not overwrite any
of the previously committed logs. There are many consensus algorithms. In
this thesis, three consensus algorithms have been discussed to evaluate their
feasibility for the thesis design.
4.2.1 Paxos
Paxos [59] is the first rigorously proved consensus algorithm used to achieve
consensus among a number of components, also referred to as nodes that
communicate via the asynchronous system. Paxos runs a two-phased commit
approach. In the two-phase commit approach, the database commit opera-
tion is split into two phases. In the first phase, a coordinating node sends a
request to all the nodes to write the data to its logs. Once the coordinating
node receives the positive response from the majority of the nodes, it sends
the commit instructions to the nodes to commit the data. After committing
the data each node again sends a confirmation to the coordinator. In Paxos,
the nodes take any or all of the following roles as shown in Figure 4.1.
• Proposer: This node receives the value from the client and proposes
the value to other nodes. There can be multiple proposers in Paxos.
• Acceptor: This node accepts the value proposed by the proposers.
Also, it informs the proposers if a value proposed by some other pro-
posers was accepted.
• Learners: This node announces the result.
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Paxos is a majority-win proposal that requires the votes of the majority
of the nodes to reach a consensus. In Paxos, the client sends a request to
write a value to the node working as a proposer. In phase 1 one of the
proposers receives a value from the client, creates a proposal id, and sends
the value to acceptors asking if they have already accepted a value. The
acceptors would check if they already have a proposal id in their logs which
is greater than the proposal id sent by the current proposer. If they already
have a larger proposal id in their logs it would mean that they have already
accepted a proposal from some other proposer. In case of the absence of a
larger proposal id in their logs, the acceptors add the proposal id in their logs
and send a promise to the proposer signifying that they are ready to accept
the proposal. If the proposer does not receive a promise from the majority
of the acceptors, it starts another Paxos round. If the proposer receives a
promise message from more than 50% of the acceptors then in the second
phase it proceeds towards getting consensus by proposing a value. If the
proposal id is still larger than the one present in the logs of the acceptor and
the acceptor has still not accepted any other proposal with a larger proposal
id then the acceptor would accept the value and append it in the logs. The
accepted value is then propagated to the proposer as well as the learners by
the acceptors. The learners would then announce the results. Paxos needs
at least 2n+1 nodes to survive the failure of n nodes.
Figure 4.1: Paxos Architecture
With the current approach in Paxos, there is a possibility to reach a
livelock where different proposers keep sending new values and Paxos makes
no progress. This can be avoided by selecting a single proposer known as
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the leader using leader election. The leader election can be performed using
algorithms like the Bully algorithm. Paxos is designed to agree on a single
value only once without modifying it. In order to enable it to agree on
multiple values repeatedly for state machine replication and replicated logs,
Paxos can be executed multiple times known as MultiPaxos [68]. Although
Paxos is the first proven algorithm, it is difficult to understand. Paxos is
mostly theoretical and does not consider many real-life engineering issues.
Additionally, it is hard to implement and safely optimize. Moreover, only
the simple Paxos is proven to be correct. The subsequent algorithms, such
as MultiPaxos, are still unproven.
4.2.2 Zookeeper Atomic Broadcast
Zookeeper Atomic Broadcast (ZAB) [57] is a consensus protocol that pro-
vides strong consistency for state machine replication. This protocol is de-
veloped by the Zookeeper developers and is used in Zookeeper. Zookeeper is
an open-source server by Apache that is used for storing information, such
as configuration, naming conventions, and synchronization, for distributed
clusters. In Zookeeper the nodes can be in one of the following three states
as shown in Figure 4.2.
• Leader: The state in which a node receives the write requests from
the clients and coordinates data replication.
• Follower: The node that receives data replication requests from the
client.
• Election: The node that is participating in the leader election.
The leader election is performed in Zookeeper by assigning an ephemeral
sequential number to the nodes and the node having the lowest sequential
number is elected as the leader.
Every leader in Zookeeper contains an epoch number that is the unique
number of the leader. In addition, whenever the leader receives a client
request it generates a sequence number. ZAB constitutes a new number
zxid consisting of an epoch number and a sequence number which is used
to order client requests and is stored with each log entry. The clients write
data on any of the nodes and the write request is then forwarded to the
leader. ZAB also uses a variation of the two-phased commit approach to
replicate data. In the first phase, the leader prepares a proposal with zxid,
writes data to its log, and sends a write request to its followers. When the
leader receives the confirmation from the majority of the followers then in the
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Figure 4.2: Zookeeper Architecture
second phase the leader sends commit instructions to the followers and all
the nodes including the leader append the data in the logs. Although ZAB
is strongly consistent, it is not a widely used protocol due to its limitations
of being dependent on Zookeeper.
4.2.3 Raft
Raft [64] is another leader-based consensus algorithms used in distributed
systems. Raft is often preferred over Paxos because it is comparatively easier
to understand. There are three properties that make Raft different from
Paxos. First, it explains leader-based consensus in a pragmatic way in the
context of state machine replication which is easier to understand. Second,
Raft prioritizes simplicity over performance. Third, it guarantees safety and
ensures that at most one leader is elected in a given round by describing a
novel approach for leader election. Also, it guarantees that an elected leader
has committed logs from all the previous rounds . In Raft a node can be in
one of the following three states as shown in Figure 4.3.
• Leader: The node that receives the client requests, gets the consensus
of the other nodes and adds entries to the logs.
• Candidate: The state in which a node is contenting to become a
leader
• Follower: The state in which the node receives requests for votes to
elect the leader and the proposals for committing the value.
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Figure 4.3: Raft Architecture
Raft algorithm simplifies the leader election process. Initially, all the
nodes are initiated in the follower state. Each node has a random timeout
value between 150 to 300 milliseconds. A node that first times out and
observes that there is no active leader transitions to the candidate state and
requests votes from other nodes to be elected as the leader. If the candidate
gets the majority of the votes it is selected as the leader. The leader sends
log entries to the followers. In Raft, the proposal id is referred to as term
number. Raft also uses a two-phase commit approach. In the first phase,
when the leader receives a request from a client, it creates a unique term
number by incrementing the term and sending requests to all the followers to
add that entry in the log. The followers check their logs to verify if they have
any entries in the log with a greater term number. If not, they reply to the
leader in the affirmative. The leader then sends commit instructions to the
followers. In Raft, initially, the term is 0 on each of the nodes. Whenever a
leader sends a request to the follower to write data it increases the term and
sends it. The values are added in the logs along with their term number. If a
leader fails to send a heartbeat to the follower within the follower’s timeout
duration, the follower will increase the latest term number, transition to
candidate state, and request for votes. However, the follower will not vote
for a candidate if the term number of the candidate is lower than the term
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number of the follower.
4.3 Summary
This chapter focused on resiliency which refers to the strategy used to ensure
the high availability of a system. Resiliency can be achieved by using two
strategies that replicate the components of a system. In the Active-Active ap-
proach, all the replicas serve the clients simultaneously. In the active-passive
approach when the active component fails the passive component takes over
the place of the active component. The replicas or the redundant compo-
nents should be synchronized and share the same state. Redundancy can be
achieved using consensus algorithms that guarantee safety and consistency
and ensure that a value is not committed unless it is accepted by more than
50% of the components in a system. Three consensus algorithms including
Paxos, ZAB, and Raft were discussed in this chapter. Paxos provides a single
value consensus and is difficult to understand. Also, ZAB is dependent on
Zookeeper. On the other hand, Raft is easy to understand, simplifies leader
election mechanism, and prioritizes simplicity over performance. Moreover,
it guarantees safety by ensuring that there is at most one leader elected in
each term and an elected leader has committed logs from all the previous
terms. Raft is also more widely used and has several well-maintained library
implementations in different languages. Due to the limitations of Paxos and
ZAB and the advantages of Raft over them, Raft has been chosen in the
thesis design for implementation.
Chapter 5
Design and Implementation
The previous chapter described two approaches for achieving high availabil-
ity to ensure resiliency. Moreover, it explained how a system can be made
resilient by making its components redundant so that whenever one com-
ponent goes down, the redundant component continues to serve the clients.
Additionally, it described how consensus protocols can be used for state ma-
chine replication for having redundant components. This chapter describes
how these concepts can be used in this thesis implementation to achieve
resiliency in KubeFed federation management. Specifically, its first section
revises the problem statement and overviews the proposed solution. The
second section explains the list of requirements to be fulfilled to implement
that solution. The third section explains how the Proof of Concept (POC)
designed in this thesis fulfills these requirements. The fourth section de-
scribes the architecture of the POC. The fifth section explains the flow of the
solution POC. Finally, the last section presents the summary of the chapter.
5.1 Proposed Solution
In Kubefed, a central management point known as the host cluster manages
the application deployment on multiple clusters. These clusters join the host
cluster and are known as the member clusters. The application deployer
communicates with the host cluster and applies the configuration information
of the applications to be deployed on the member clusters. The host cluster
then propagates the configuration of the applications to the member clusters
and ensures that the applications on the member clusters are in the desired
state using the KubeFed controller manager.
Since the host cluster alone manages the application deployment on the
member clusters, this host cluster is a single point of failure as shown in
39
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Figure 5.1: Single Point of Failure in KubeFed
Figure 5.1. If the host cluster fails or gets disconnected from the network,
the workloads on the member clusters would not be disrupted and the appli-
cation deployer can still interact with the individual member clusters using
the Kubernetes API. However, the application deployer would not be able
to federate more applications on the member clusters from a single manage-
ment point. Additionally in the absence of the KubeFed controller manager,
KubeFed would not be able to monitor the member clusters and ensure their
desired state.
Lars Lasrron et al. [61] tried to address this limitation using a shared
database of conflict-free replicated data types. In their research, several
active KubeFed host clusters having access to the shared database are used.
All the KubeFed host clusters can modify the state of the KubeFed objects.
These clusters communicate via the shared database and are always aware
of the state of the objects due to the common database. Their paper lacks
the technical details of the methodology used. Moreover, the evaluation of
the feasibility of their proposed solution is not published making it difficult
to base any solution on the top of their research.
Therefore, this thesis takes a different approach and aims to achieve re-
siliency in Kubernetes Federation management by deploying active-passive
redundant KubeFed host clusters. Instead of deploying a single host cluster,
three or more host clusters are deployed. One cluster is selected as the leader
cluster and works in the active mode whereas the remaining clusters work as
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the follower clusters as shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Redundant KubeFed Host Clusters
The leader cluster serves the application deployers and replicates the con-
figuration information of the federated applications onto the followers. If the
active leader fails or gets disconnected from the network, one of the follower
clusters would be elected as the leader and start working as the new KubeFed
host cluster. The application deployer would then be able to communicate
with the new KubeFed host cluster to deploy the resources as shown in Fig-
ure 5.3. This solution would make KubeFed resilient by ensuring the high
availability of the KubeFed host cluster.
There are several requirements that need to be fulfilled to implement this
solution. The next section describes those requirements in a sequential way.
5.2 Requirements
5.2.1 Leader Election
The solution aims to deploy redundant KubeFed host clusters. These clusters
are deployed in the active-passive mode where one cluster actively takes the
leadership and is responsible for serving the application deployers and repli-
cating the data onto the follower nodes. Therefore, an important requirement
is to select one host cluster as the active host cluster. To implement this,
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Figure 5.3: New KubeFed Host Cluster
it is required to have a leader election mechanism that selects a leader from
several KubeFed host clusters. Additionally, in case of failure of the active
leader, the leader election mechanism should be able to select another cluster
as the new leader.
5.2.2 Watching Federated Resources
In KubeFed, the configuration information of the applications is applied on
the host cluster which is then propagated to the member clusters. Almost
all the Kubernetes core objects, such as namespace, deployment, and ser-
vices, can be federated. In KubeFed terminology, these objects are known
as federated objects. For instance, the namespace is known as federated
namespace. Similarly, deployment is known as federated deployment. The
federated objects should be watched continuously for obtaining their con-
figuration information to replicate this information onto the redundant host
clusters.
5.2.3 Data Replication
KubeFed makes use of Kubernetes CRDs to federate Kubernetes objects.
These CRDs are wrappers for the Kubernetes core types. Each Kubernetes
core type is represented by a CRD which can be modified and used to cre-
ate federated resources. Also, the resources of any custom types created
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using Kubernetes CRDs can be federated using KubeFed. In order to have
redundant host clusters, the leader cluster should be able to replicate the
configuration information of the federated resources applied by the applica-
tion deployer from the leader host cluster to the follower host clusters. An
example of configuration information of federated namespace that needs to











Figure 5.4: Federated Namespace Configuration
5.2.4 Data Management
The configuration information about the federated resources needs to be
stored on all the Kubefed host clusters along with the name, type, and names-
pace of the federated object. Therefore, a mechanism is required to store the
data on all the host clusters.
5.2.5 Configuring Leader-Follower Host Clusters in Active-
Passive Mode
The solution creates multiple redundant host clusters to achieve resiliency
by deploying KubeFed on all of them. In order to ensure that only the
leader Kubefed host cluster is active and federates the resources and the
other KubeFed host clusters are in a passive state, all the KubeFed host
clusters should be configured in a way that only the leader host cluster can
federate the resources. The host clusters working as a follower should be in
the passive mode and should not able to federate resources.
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5.2.6 Watch for Leadership Changes
Whenever the leader host cluster fails, the follower that times out first and
observes this failure would transition to candidate state and would request
votes from the remaining followers. During that time period, there will not
be any active leader. Afterwards, when the follower would get the majority of
the votes, the follower would be transitioned to the leader state. Therefore,
the leadership transitions should be monitored continuously to configure the
clusters accordingly.
5.2.7 Configure New Leaders
When the leader fails and a follower takes up the leadership, the follower
should start from the last known state of the previous leader. Therefore, it
is important to use the backup configuration information of the federated
resources to configure the federated resources on the new leader as they were
configured on the previous one.
5.2.8 Informing Application Deployers
The application deployer should be able to communicate with the leader host
cluster to be able to federate resources onto the member clusters. Therefore,
it should be ensured that the application deployer is aware of the current
leader cluster. The application deployer should be able to retrieve the infor-
mation of the current leader at any point and should be aware when there is
no active leader or whenever the leader changes.
The next section explains how the POC designed in this thesis implemen-
tation fulfills these requirements.
5.3 Implementing Solution
5.3.1 Leader Election and Data Replication Implemen-
tation
In section 4.2, it was discussed how consensus algorithms ensure state ma-
chine replication to achieve redundancy. Three consensus algorithms were
discussed: Paxos, ZAB, and Raft. Paxos is difficult to understand and pro-
vides only one event consensus. Although some subsequent Paxos algorithms,
such as Multi-Paxos, provide continuous state machine replication, these al-
gorithms are still difficult to understand and are not proven. The ZAB
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algorithm could be used instead, but it suffers from limited usability due to
its dependability on Zookeeper. On the other hand, Raft is easy to under-
stand, simplifies leader election mechanism, and prioritizes simplicity over
performance. Additionally, Raft is also more widely used and has several
well-maintained library implementations in different languages. Due to the
limitations of Paxos and ZAB and the advantages of Raft over them, in the
POC implementation Raft has been used for leader election and data replica-
tion. Raft is a partition tolerant consistent protocol that ensures the system
consistency as long as the majority of the nodes in a system are working. The
minimum number of nodes required for Raft is 3 and the maximum number
of nodes is 7. However, it is recommended to have 5 nodes in a production-
ready Raft setup. A 3 node Raft cluster can tolerate the failure of 1 node,
a 5 node Raft cluster can tolerate the failure of 2 nodes and a 7 node Raft
cluster can tolerate the failure of 3 nodes.
The algorithm has been implemented in Golang using the HashiCorp
Raft library [10]. In the Raft implementation, there are two servers. First,
an HTTP server is used by the nodes participating in data replication to join
the cluster and to write and read the data. Second, a Raft server for intra-
node communications. Initially, one of the KubeFed host clusters is started
in the bootstrap mode. The HTTP server address of the bootstrap cluster
will be used by the other KubeFed host clusters to join Raft. The HTTP
address of the clusters is a public address. However, the Raft address is a
private one and is shared by the nodes while joining the bootstrap cluster
using HTTP post request. Raft nodes communicate and share information
with each other using the Raft server address via Remote Procedure Calls
over TCP. Two types of RPCs are used in Raft, i.e., RequestVote used by
the candidate to request votes for leadership, and AppendEntries used by
the leader to request the nodes to append the data in the Raft logs and send
the heartbeats.
5.3.2 Watching Federated Resources
To be able to replicate the configuration information of the federated re-
sources on the follower host clusters, any changes in the federated objects
on the leader host clusters by the application deployer should be continu-
ously monitored. This has been achieved using KubeFed dynamic client [18].
KubeFed dynamic client provides a watch method to set up a watch on all
the federated resources by providing the group, version, kind, and name of
the federated object. The watch observes for any kind of change in the spec-
ified object and returns a channel. A channel in Go is a medium through
which two goroutines (threads) send information to each other. The channel
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can be continuously monitored for any kind of event on the specific object
type. The event contains the information of the object including name and
other configuration information that can be fetched for replication. The so-
lution watches the federated objects for three types of events, i.e., creation,
modification, and deletion for storing those events in the Raft logs.
5.3.3 Data Management
Raft stores logs on all the nodes belonging to the Raft cluster. These logs
store the data as key-value pairs. Whenever there is a change on the watched
federated resource, the configuration information of the resource is extracted
from the event and stored into the Raft store as a key-value pair. The key
comprises the type, namespace, and name of the federated object whereas
the value consists of the configuration of the federated object.
The information can be extracted from the HTTP server of any of the
Raft nodes using the following curl command.
curl -XGET http ://172.18.0.4:30003/ key/
FederatedNamespace:test -namespace1:test -
namespace1
In the above example, 172.18.0.4 is the IP address of one of the KubeFed
host clusters where the POC is running, 30003 is the port number of the
HTTP server and FederatedNamespace:test-namespace1:test-namespace1
is the key name.
An example of the information of a federated namespace stored as key-value
pair in the store is shown in Figure 5.5. test-namespace1 is the feder-
ated namespace that is deployed on the host cluster within the Kubernetes
namespace named test-namespace1.
To implement the data store, the Hashicorp Raft library provides a pack-
age called Raftboltdb that implements the log store. The store is based on
Bolt [4] which is a pure GO-based key-value store. Bolt is used by applica-
tions that do not need to have a fully-fledged database server like PostgreSql
[40] and MySql [38]. The store can be used to store the data in-memory as
well as on-disk.
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{" FederatedNamespace:test -namespace1:test -namespace1
":"{’ apiVersion ’:’types.kubefed.io/v1beta1 ’,’
kind ’:’FederatedNamespace ’,’metadata ’:{’
annotations ’:{},’name ’:’test -namespace1 ’,’
namespace ’:’test -namespace1 ’},’spec ’:{’placement
’:{’clusters ’:[{’name ’:’cluster4 ’},{’name ’:’
cluster5 ’}]}}}\n"}
Figure 5.5: Federated Namespace Key-Value Pair
5.3.4 Configuring Leader-Follower Host Clusters in Active-
Passive Mode
The deployment of KubeFed on multiple clusters would deploy KubeFed con-
troller manager on all those KubeFed host clusters. By default, the controller
managers on the leader as well as the follower KubeFed host clusters would
try to maintain the desired state of the member clusters according to their
configuration information. This situation might lead to a conflict between
the KubeFed controller managers and can cause issues with the state of the
member clusters. To avoid this, it should be ensured that only the KubeFed
controller manager on the leader host cluster is in the functioning state and
attempts to maintain the desired state of the cluster. To achieve this, the
KubeFed controller manager leader election mechanism has been used.
During the life cycle of the KubeFed controller manager, there is a possi-
bility to have more than one instance of the controller manager running on
a single KubeFed host cluster to ensure the high availability of the KubeFed
controller manager. The presence of multiple instances of KubeFed controller
manager on a single host cluster might lead to a conflict between multiple
controller manager instances. To avoid the conflict, KubeFed uses a leader
election mechanism similar to Kubernetes to make sure that only one in-
stance of the controller manager on a cluster is functioning at a time. An
instance takes the leadership role by generating a Service Endpoint and cre-
ating an annotation "control-plane.alpha.kubernetes.io/leader" that
contains the information about the current leader under holderIdentity.
The annotation is exposed to the other instances by saving it in the Con-
figmap named "kubefed-controller-manager". The leader instance has a
renewTime parameter that tells the time when the leader was last renewed.
Additionally, there is a leaseDuration parameter that tells the duration for
which the leadership of the current leader is valid. The controller manager
leader instance should update its renewTime parameter before its lease du-
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ration expires to retain its leadership. The other instances will continuously
watch if a Service Endpoint exists and then check if the leader has updated its
renewTime. If any of the above conditions fails, the follower instances would
start a new leader election process for the KubeFed controller manager.
The above KubeFed controller manager leader election process works on
all the KubeFed host clusters individually and multiple controller manager
instances run on all of them. To push the controller manager to a passive
state on the follower KubeFed host clusters, this POC modifies the value of
the annotation on each follower host cluster. A dummy annotation value
in the Kubefed-controller-manager ConfigMap in the follower host clusters
would give the controller-manager instances running on those clusters the
impression that another instance of KubeFed controller present on the same
host cluster is serving as the leader. This situation would thereby prevent
the controller manager instances on a follower host cluster from being active.
Figure 5.6 shows an example of the value of the ConfigMap of a KubeFed
host when there is an active leader. The ConfigMap has an annotation speci-
fying that the leader instance with identity "kubefed-controller-manager-7







holderIdentity ":" kubefed -controller -manager
-76 f66bc57f -qdjqw_7e4704dc -f276 -4c1b -8cce -6
e14a1833862 "," leaseDurationSeconds ":15 ,"
acquireTime ":"2021 -08 -08 T13 :27:59Z","
renewTime ":"2021 -08 -08 T13 :36:49Z","
leaderTransitions ":0}’
creationTimestamp: "2021 -08 -08 T13 :27:59Z"
name: kubefed -controller -manager
namespace: kube -federation -system
Figure 5.6: KubeFed Controller Manager Configmap With An Active Leader
Another example of the value of the ConfigMap of a KubeFed host is
shown in Figure 5.7 when there is no active leader. The annotation value
has been modified to Nothing for pushing the controller manager instances
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into passive mode. The same behavior can also be achieved by changing
the holderIdentity in the annotation value to a dummy value and modi-
fying the renewTime to a later date. In either case, the controller manager
instances on the follower host clusters would be tricked into going in a pas-








creationTimestamp: "2021 -06 -15 T10 :22:24Z"
name: kubefed -controller -manager
namespace: kube -federation -system
Figure 5.7: KubeFed Controller Manager Configmap With No Leader
5.3.5 Watch for Leadership Changes
To be able to configure the leader and followers accordingly, it is required
to continuously monitor the leadership changes. The solution uses a com-
bination of pull-based and push-based approaches to watch for leadership
changes. First, it sets up an observer for observing any changes in lead-
ership and gets a channel that can be continuously watched for leadership
transitions. Second, it sets up a Go Cronjob that checks the current leader
value every second to verify if the current leader value has been observed and
updated. If not, the Cronjob updates the value accordingly.
5.3.6 Configure New Leaders
To configure the newly elected leader host cluster to the last known state
of the failed leader, the federated resources are fetched from the Bolt key-
value store. To create those resources KubeFed dynamic client has been
used. KubeFed Dynamic client provides methods for creating, modifying,
and deleting KubeFed resources. When a candidate host cluster becomes
the leader, it fetches all the objects from the Bolt store sequentially and
creates, modifies, and deletes the objects accordingly.
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5.3.7 Informing Application Deployers
To keep the application deployer up to date with the current leader, a Con-
figMap has been used. Whenever a leader cluster would go down or a
new leader would be elected, the ConfigMap named kubefed-leader would
be updated with the current leader cluster name and IP address under
leaderData. Two examples of kubefed-leader ConfigMap have been shown
below. In Figure 5.8, cluster1 is the leader so the leader data has been up-
dated to cluster name and its IP address. In Figure 5.9, there is no leader so
leader data has been updated to None. The user can query the ConfigMap
on any of the clusters, i.e., the leader as well as the follower clusters to fetch









namespace: kube -federation -system









namespace: kube -federation -system
Figure 5.9: KubeFed Leader Configmap With No Leader
The next section describes the overall final architecture of the proposed
solution.
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5.4 Architecture
Figure 5.10 shows the generic architecture of the solution with one leader and
one follower host cluster. The POC would be deployed onto the clusters using
Kubernetes Deployment. The app deployer interacts with the Kubernetes
Federation API server for creating or modifying the federated resources. The
implementation of the POC contains an HTTP server that is used by the
other clusters to join the Raft cluster. The POC monitors the interaction
of the application deployer and replicates it to the follower cluster using
the Raft server. This replicated information is stored inside the store as
key-value pairs. In addition to this, the POC ensures that the KubeFed
controller manager on the follower cluster is in a passive mode. Also, each
host cluster has a ConfigMap that stores the current leader information for
the application deployers.
Figure 5.10: Architecture of POC
The next section describes the overall flow of the leader as well as follower
clusters.
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5.5 POC Flowchart
Figure 5.11 shows the flowchart of the POC. Initially, one host cluster node is
started in the bootstrap mode and the other host cluster nodes join Raft using
the HTTP address of the bootstrap node. Initially, all the nodes are started
in the follower state and the KubeFed controller manager has stopped on all
the nodes. The first node to observe the absence of leadership transitions
to the candidate state and starts leader election. After the leader election,
the clusters continuously monitor for leadership transition. If a cluster node
becomes the leader, it starts the KubeFed controller manager and checks
the logs database for any federated resource entries. If there would be any
available resources, the node would create, modify or delete those resources.
The node would continuously monitor the changes in the federated resources
and replicate them to the follower nodes. If the node would be a follower
node, it would stop the KubeFed leader and append data received from the
leader to its logs. At any point, if a follower node does not get a timely
heartbeat from the leader, it would transition to the candidate state for re-
election.
5.6 Summary
This chapter describes how active-passive redundant KubeFed host clusters
are used in this thesis to achieve resiliency in Kubernetes Federation man-
agement. There are a number of requirements that need to be fulfilled for
implementing the solution. In this thesis, leader election and data replication
have been implemented using the Raft consensus algorithm. For watching
and modifying federated resources KubeFed dynamic client has been used.
The leadership transitions have been observed with a combination of pull and
push-based approaches using Raft observer and Go Cronjob. For configuring
leader and follower host clusters in active-passive mode Kubefed Controller
Manager leader election mechanism has been used. For implementing the log
store, a bolt key-value store has been used. For informing the application
deployers about the leadership transitions, one Configmap per cluster has
been used.
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Figure 5.11: Flow Chart of POC
Chapter 6
Evaluation
The previous chapter described the proposed solution and different parts
of the POC implementation based on the proposed solution. This chapter
evaluates the POC presented in the previous chapter. The evaluation has
been divided into two parts. As the solution aims to provide resiliency in
Kubernetes federation management, in the first part it is tested for reliability
and high availability. In the second part, the security of the POC is evaluated.
6.1 Reliability and High Availability
The reliability and high availability tests have been divided into two parts
depending on the number of KubeFed host clusters used. The next section
describes the test environment for both parts.
6.1.1 Test Environment
The POC has been implemented on a Linux virtual machine running on top
of VirtualBox hosted on a Linux Computer. VirtualBox [47] is a free and
open-source hypervisor software providing virtualization for x86 and x86 x64
hardware. It is a powerful tool that allows the users to run multiple guest
operating systems on top of a single host operating system. The specifications
of the virtual machine used in this thesis are described in Table 6.1.1.
The clusters are run on Docker containers using Kubernetes in Docker
(Kind) [14]. Kind is a tool for running Kubernetes clusters on Docker contain-
ers as ”nodes”. Kind creates containers with a pre-built Kubernetes image.
After deploying the required number of clusters, KubeFed is installed on the
clusters that would serve as the leader host and the follower host clusters for
the POC. Afterwards, the POC is installed on the KubeFed host clusters as a
54
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Table 6.1: Specifications of The Virtual Machine Used
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8665U CPU @ 1.90GHz
Memory 24GB
Hard disk 295GB
Operating System Ubuntu 16.04.7 LTS
Kernal Linux 4.15.0-142-generic x86-64
Kubernetes deployment. In addition to it, ClusterRole and ClusterBindings
are created for Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [41]. RBACs are used for
allowing the POC to be able to read and modify Kubernetes and KubeFed
resources. The details of the cluster deployment, KubeFed installation, POC
installation, and RBACs are present in appendix A.
The next section describes the experiments and results of the first part
of the reliability and high availability tests with three host clusters.
6.1.2 Three Host Clusters
For these tests, five Kubernetes clusters were deployed, i.e., cluster1, clus-
ter2, cluster3, cluster4, and cluster5. Out of these five clusters, cluster1,
cluster2, and cluster3 were configured to run KubeFed and the POC. clus-
ter4 and cluster5 joined the KubeFed host clusters as the member clusters.
Although cluster1, cluster2, and cluster3 can work as the member clusters
and execute workloads, for the sake of simplicity distinct host clusters and
member clusters have been used in these tests. All the required ClusterRoles
and ClusterRoleBindings were created on cluster1, cluster2, and cluster3.
cluster1 was started in the bootstrap mode and cluster2, cluster3 joined
the Raft node on cluster1 using the HTTP address of cluster1. After the
leader election, cluster1 was elected as the leader whereas cluster2 and clus-
ter3 were in the follower state. A series of experiments were performed which
are described below.
Experiment 1: Cluster Failure
In this part, the POC was evaluated for cluster failure. A total number
of four tests were performed to observe if the solution is resilient and works
as expected in the case of cluster failure as shown in Table 6.2. Cluster failure
was emulated by deleting the POC deployment from the cluster and pausing
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Table 6.2: Experiments with Three Host Clusters
the docker container on which the deployment was running. The four tests
emulated different cluster failure scenarios, i.e. leader failure, single follower
failure, leader and one follower failure, and both follower failure. The results
were the same as our expectations in all four cases.
In test 1, cluster1 being the leader failed, the follower node cluster2 timed
out first and started the leader election process. cluster2 received the votes
from itself and cluster3 and became the new leader. However, cluster2 kept
trying to connect to cluster1. When cluster1 was brought back, it got the
latest logs from the leader and the clusters worked as usual.
In test 2, a single follower, i.e., cluster2 failed. Since an active leader
cluster1 was already there, cluster2 failure did not impact the working POC
implementation. The only difference was that cluster1 tried continuously to
connect back to cluster2. When cluster2 was brought back, it got the latest
logs from the leader and the clusters worked as usual.
However in test 3 and test 4 two out of three Raft nodes were down
which is an unexpected behavior as the Raft algorithm can only tolerate 1
node failure in a 3 node scenario, the POC stopped working and the single
remaining node started leader election and waited for the other nodes to vote
for the leader. When the failed clusters were brought back, a new leader
election process was started and the solution elected a new leader.
From the results of the tests, it is concluded that the solution is resilient
for test 1 and test 2 and not resilient for test 3 and test 4 as expected.
Experiment 2: Network Partition
In this part, the POC was evaluated for network partition. A total number
of four tests were performed to observe if the solution is resilient and works
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as expected in the cases of network partition as shown in Table 6.2. Network
partition was emulated by using the iptables rules. An example of iptables
rules is shown in Figure 6.1 that is used to block incoming and outgoing
traffic on cluster1 from cluster2 (172.18.0.3) and cluster3 (172.18.0.4).
iptables -A INPUT -s 172.18.0.3 -j DROP
iptables -A OUTPUT -d 172.18.0.3 -j DROP
iptables -A INPUT -s 172.18.0.4 -j DROP
iptables -A OUTPUT -d 172.18.0.4 -j DROP
Figure 6.1: Iptables Rules for Blocking Access from cluster1 to cluster2 and
cluster3
The three tests emulated different network partition scenarios, i.e. leader
gets disconnected from the two followers, one follower gets disconnected from
the leader and another follower, and all the three clusters get disconnected
from each other. The results were the same as expected in all three cases.
In test 5, cluster1 gets disconnected from cluster2 and cluster3. Since
cluster1 lost the majority of the Raft nodes, it transitioned to the candidate
state and tried to get votes from cluster2 and cluster3. cluster2 and cluster3
noticed the unavailability of a leader, performed leader election, and con-
tinued working as usual. The new leader cluster3 still tried to connect to
cluster1. When cluster1 was reconnected to cluster2 and cluster3, reelection
started and a new leader was selected.
In test 6, cluster2 gets disconnected from cluster1 and cluster3. Since
an active leader was already there, cluster2 disconnectivity did not impact
the working implementation. Apart from cluster1 trying to connect to the
follower cluster3 nothing was impacted. On the other hand, cluster2 transi-
tioned to the candidate state and tried to get the majority votes to become
the leader. When cluster2 was reconnected to cluster1 and cluster3, reelec-
tion started and a new leader was selected.
In test 7, since all the nodes were disconnected from each other, all nodes
transitioned to the candidate state and tried to get the majority of the votes
to become the leader. The POC does not work on any of the nodes if there
is no active leader. When the clusters were reconnected, reelection started
and the node with the latest term number was selected as the leader.
From the results of the tests, it is concluded that the solution is resilient
for test 5 and test 6 and not resilient for test 7 as expected.
Experiment 3: Data Replication and Resource Federation
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In this experiment, two tests were performed. In the first test, it was evalu-
ated if the leader host cluster watches the federated resources and replicates
the configuration on the follower. In the second part, it was verified that
when the leader fails and the follower takes the leadership, it applies the fed-
erated resource configuration from the store and starts from the last known
state of the failed leader.
In the first test, two namespaces, i.e., test-namespace1 and test-namespace2
were created on cluster1 and federated onto cluster4 and cluster5. The test
worked as expected and the configuration of both namespaces was replicated
on cluster2 and cluster3.
In the second test, cluster1 was shut down so that one of the followers
could take the leadership. The test also worked as expected. cluster3 became
the leader and read the logs from the bolt store and applied the configuration
information of both namespaces. cluster3 continued working from the last
known state of cluster1.
Experiment 4: Leader-Follower in Active Passive State
In this part, it was evaluated if the KubeFed controller manager ConfigMap
in the leader and follower host cluster is updated whenever the leadership
changes. The controller manager should only be active in the leader host
cluster and it should be passive in the follower host clusters. This test was
performed for all the scenarios listed in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
The test worked as expected in all the scenarios. When a cluster was serv-
ing as the leader host cluster, the controller manager transitioned to active
mode. However, when it was working as a follower, the controller manager
ConfigMap changed the leadership annotation to push it to passive mode.
Experiment 5: Updated Leader Information
In this experiment, it was evaluated if the KubeFed leader ConfigMap is
updated whenever the leadership changes. The KubeFed-leader ConfigMap
should show the name and IP address of the current leader at all times. If
there is no active leader, the ConfigMap should display None. This test was
performed for all the scenarios listed in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
The tests worked as expected in all the scenarios. When there was an active
leader, the ConfigMap displayed the leader information, and when there was
no active leader the ConfigMap showed None as the leader.
Experiment 6: Time to Recover
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In this experiment, the time that a follower KubeFed cluster takes to recog-
nize the absence of a leader and take the leadership was observed when there
are three host clusters. The time is measured using the timestamps from the
logs provided by the Hashicorp Raft library. The experiment was repeated
for five iterations to calculate the median and the standard deviation for the
recovery time of the POC with three host clusters. In the three host cluster
scenario, when the leader cluster, i.e., cluster1 was taken down, the median
value for the time it took for another cluster to observe that the leader is
down is 2.997 seconds and the standard deviation is 0.380. Moreover, the
median value for the time taken to start the leader election process and elect
a new leader is 0.015 seconds and the standard deviation is 0.335. Overall,
the median value for the total time for the POC to recover from a failure is
3.009 seconds and the standard deviation is 0.650 as shown in Table 6.3
The next section describes the experiments and results of the second part
of the reliability and high availability tests with five host clusters.
Table 6.3: Recovery Time for The POC with Three Host Clusters
.
6.1.3 Five Host Clusters
In this section, six Kubernetes clusters were deployed, i.e., cluster1, cluster2,
cluster3, cluster4, cluster5, and cluster6. Out of these six clusters, cluster1,
cluster2, cluster3, cluster4, and cluster5 were configured to run KubeFed and
POC. cluster6 joined the KubeFed host clusters as the member cluster. All
the required ClusterRoles and ClusterRoleBindings were created on all the
host clusters.
cluster1 was started in the bootstrap mode and cluster2, cluster3, clus-
ter4 and cluster5 joined the Raft node on cluster1 using the HTTP address of
cluster1. After the leader election, cluster1 was elected as the leader whereas
cluster2, cluster3, cluster, and cluster5 were in the follower state. A series of
experiments were performed to test if the solution is resilient and works as
expected. The experiments are described below.
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Experiment 1: Cluster Failure
In this experiment, the POC was evaluated for cluster failure similar to sec-
tion 6.1.2. The solution worked as expected in all four tests. In test 1 and
test 2, the solution worked identically to section 6.1.2.
However, in tests 3 and 4 since now we have 5 Raft nodes the POC is
now able to handle 2 node failure. In test 3 when the leader and one follower
fail, the remaining 3 nodes select another leader and the solution continues
to work as expected. Also in test 4, since two followers failed, the solution
is not impacted. Only the leader node cluster1 tries to connect to the two
followers which are disconnected.
From the results of the tests, it is concluded that the solution is resilient
for all four tests in this experiment.
Table 6.4: Experiments with Five Host Clusters
.
Experiment 2: Network Partition
In this part, the POC was evaluated for network partition. A total num-
ber of five tests were performed to observe if the solution works as expected
in the cases of network partition as shown in Table 6.4. Tests 5, 6, and 9 are
the same as in section 6.1.2. However, tests 7 and 8 were added in this ex-
periment. In test 7 the leader node and one follower node were disconnected
from the three followers whereas in test 8 two followers were disconnected
from the rest of the nodes.
The solution worked as expected in all 5 tests. In test 5, test 6, and test
9 the solution worked as in section 6.1.2. In test 5 and test 6, the single
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partitioned node started reelection and waited to get the majority votes.
Whereas the partition with the majority conducted reelection and selected a
new node as the leader. In test 9, all the nodes kept trying to be elected as
the leader until all of them were reconnected and one leader was selected.
In test 7, cluster1 and cluster2 were disconnected from cluster3, cluster4,
and cluster5. In this case, since cluster1 lost the majority, leader election is
started among cluster1 and cluster2. However, since the clusters fail to get
the majority they kept trying and the election process kept getting timed
out. Whereas on the other hand cluster3,cluster4 and cluster5 also started
the leader election process but since they have the majority cluster4 was
selected as the new leader and the solution worked on this part of the network
partition.
Similarly in test 8 cluster2 and cluster3 get disconnected from cluster1,
cluster4, and cluster5. In this case, also cluster2 and cluster3 started the
leader election but kept failing. Whereas on the other hand since cluster1
already had the majority it kept functioning as usual.
From the results of the tests, it is concluded that the solution is resilient for
all the tests included in this experiment except test 9 as expected.
Experiment 3: Time to Recover
In this experiment, the time that a follower KubeFed cluster takes to rec-
ognize the absence of a leader and take the leadership was observed when
there were 5 host clusters. The experiment was repeated for five iterations
for calculating the average recovery time of the POC. In the five host cluster
scenario, when the leader cluster, i.e., cluster1 was taken down, the median
value for the time it took for another cluster to observe that the leader is
down is 2.702 seconds and the standard deviation is 0.554. Also, the median
value for the time taken to start the leader election process and elect a new
leader is 0.090 seconds and the standard deviation is 0.047. Overall the me-
dian value for the total time for the POC to recover from a failure is 2.790
seconds and the standard deviation is 0.527 as shown in Table 6.5
Table 6.5: Recovery Time for The POC with Five Host Clusters
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.
6.2 Security
In this section, the security of the solution is evaluated by identifying the
attack vectors that can be exploited by the attackers to compromise the
security of the solution. In addition, this section also discusses the measures
that can be taken to improve the security of the POC.
The next section describes four attack vectors in the POC.
6.2.1 Attack Vectors
Attack vectors are methods or pathways that are used by attackers to attack
a network or a computer for exploiting a system. The POC designed in this
thesis contains four attack vectors which are as follows.
Figure 6.2: A Fake Follower Node Joined Raft
HTTP Server
In the POC, the first KubeFed host cluster that joins Raft is started in
bootstrap mode and the other host clusters join the bootstrap node using
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the HTTP address of the first host cluster and send their Raft address via
an HTTP post request. The bootstrap node admits each cluster that sends
a join request via HTTP post without authentication. If an attacker gets the
information about the HTTP server, it can create a fake Raft node to join
the cluster and send its Raft address as shown in Figure 6.2. The fake node
would become part of the raft. It would get the information about the Raft
address of all the nodes and would get information about all the Kubernetes
resources deployed on the leader cluster compromising the confidentiality of
the data. Also, if the fake node is selected as the leader, it can modify or
delete the data by sending incorrect RPCs to the follower nodes impacting
the integrity and availability of the data. The attacker can also impersonate
the bootstrap node to prevent the followers from joining the actual HTTP
node.
Raft Server
In the POC, the Raft nodes send their Raft address via HTTP post re-
quest while joining. The Raft server is used for sending two types of RPCs
to the nodes, i.e., RequestVotes for requesting votes for leadership and Ap-
pendEntries for sending heartbeats and data for adding to the logs. If the
attacker gets the information about the Raft server of any node, it can be
exploited by the attacker in several ways. The attacker can impersonate a
leader and send fake heartbeat RPCs to the followers when the leader fails
so that there is no active leader. Moreover, the attacker can impersonate the
followers and send fake confirmation to the leaders that the followers have
committed the logs so that the leader commits the logs and whenever the
leader would fail, the follower would fail to start from the same state due to
the absence of logs. Furthermore, the attacker can send fake RPCs to the
followers by impersonating the leader for creation, modification, and dele-
tion of resources and when the follower would get the leadership, it might
end up creating, modifying, or deleting incorrect resources compromising the
integrity and availability of nodes. The attacker can also spoof the com-
munication between the Raft nodes and read and tamper the confidential
information about the resources as shown in Figure 6.3.
.
Bolt Store
The POC uses the bolt store to store the logs for the Raft nodes. The
store is vulnerable to attacks from inside actors, i.e., people having phys-
ical or remote access to the KubeFed host clusters. The database can be
accessed by anyone having access to the file system on the disk of the host
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Figure 6.3: Attacker Tampering with RPCs
clusters. Moreover, the database does not authenticate the user before ac-
cessing the data. Anyone having access to any of the host clusters can access
the database and read the data compromising the confidentiality of the data.
Moreover, the attackers can create, modify and delete the key-value pairs
storing the information about the federated resources compromising the in-
tegrity and availability of the system.
Hashicorp Raft Library Vulnerabilities
As Hashicorp Raft library is an open-source library there is a possibility
of the presence of a number of vulnerabilities in the library as a result of
usage of vulnerable methods. As the POC uses the Hashicorp Raft library,
these vulnerabilities can be inherited or embedded to the POC from the Raft
library. The library might also have some zero-day vulnerabilities that are
not disclosed to the public yet. These vulnerabilities can be exploited by the
attacker to compromise the security of the POC.
The next section describes the measures that can be taken to protect the
POC from the attacks.
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6.2.2 Security Measures
HTTP Server and Raft Server Security
For protecting the HTTP and Raft server from the attacker, two require-
ments need to be fulfilled. First, both the server and the clients for the
HTTP and the Raft server need to be authenticated to prevent the attacker
from impersonating the leader or the follower node. Second, the communi-
cation between the Raft nodes needs to be encrypted to prevent the attacker
from spoofing and tampering with the data. To fulfill these requirements
TLS [65] protocol can be used.
TLS is a cryptographic protocol that provides end-to-end security and
prevents data from being eavesdropped or tampered with. It ensures that the
communication between the two parties is secure. TLS provides three main
features. First, it secures data from being eavesdropped on by encrypting the
data transferred between two parties. Second, it prevents an attacker from
impersonating a party by authenticating both parties communicating with
each other. Third, it ensures that the data has not been forged or tampered
with.
To prevent the attacker from impersonating the nodes and communicating
with the HTTP and the Raft servers, a TLS authentication mechanism can
be used to authenticate both parties involved in the communication. This
is known as mutual authentication or two-way authentication in which both
parties of the communication authenticate each other. TLS usually provides
server-side authentication in which the client asks the server to prove its
identity by providing a valid certificate. In mutual TLS, the server also
asks the client to prove its identity by providing a certificate for mutual
authentication between two parties.
Data encryption can be used to protect the data exchanged between the
nodes and prevent the attacker from modifying or tampering with the data.
TLS uses a combination of asymmetric and symmetric encryption. The server
creates a public-private key pair. The client obtains the public key of the
server and uses that key to encrypt a session key and sends that key to the
server. The key is used by both parties during the session to encrypt the
information.
Bolt Store Security
The data about the federated resources in the bolt store can be protected
by implementing encryption at rest and authentication. The data can be
encrypted on the disk to prevent the attacker from having an access to the
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hard drive from accessing the database on the file system. Additionally, a
user account specific to each cluster can be created that can be used by the
POC in each cluster for accessing the database by logging in. The hash of
the password of the user can additionally be used to encrypt the database
that can be only decrypted when the user logs in using the password.
Hashicorp Raft Library Vulnerabilities Security
To protect the POC from the vulnerabilities present in the Hashicorp Raft
library, it is important to be aware of the disclosed vulnerabilities in the
library. These vulnerabilities are usually published on public platforms,
such as mailing lists, commit-logs, change-logs, issue-trackers, and vulner-
ability databases including Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE).
The platforms should be continuously monitored to be aware of the vulner-
abilities and fix those in time.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, the POC implemented in this thesis was evaluated for two
scenarios. First, it was evaluated for reliability and high availability with
three and five KubeFed host clusters. All the experiments performed for
the reliability and high-availability tests worked as expected proving that
the POC is highly reliable and resilient. Second, the POC solution was
theoretically evaluated for its security by identifying the attack vectors and
discussing the measures that can be taken to securing it against the listed
attacks.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes the thesis by providing a brief overview of this thesis
and listing the limitations of the proposed solution. In addition, this chapter
lists the directions to move forward for improving the proposed solution.
7.1 Conclusion and Limitations
Kubernetes Clusters Federation provides a mechanism for managing applica-
tion deployment on multiple clusters from a single management point known
as the manager. This manager, also known as the host cluster in KubeFed
is a single point of failure. If the manager or the host cluster fails, the appli-
cation deployer cannot deploy applications on multiple clusters. Also, it is
difficult to maintain the desired state of the member clusters. This thesis uses
an active-passive high availability approach to solve this problem. Instead
of using a single host cluster, multiple host clusters are used. Whenever the
leader host cluster fails, one of the follower host clusters can transition to the
leadership state and take its position.
In this thesis, a POC based on the proposed solution was developed. The
POC passed all of the high-availability and reliability experiments presented
in Chapter 6. According to the results of the tests, the proposed solution is
feasible and can be used in practice. However, there are a few limitations
of the current POC that can be addressed to improve its feasibility. The
limitations are discussed below.
• Size: Raft works with a minimum number of 3 and a maximum number
of 7 nodes with a recommendation of using 5 nodes for a production
environment. To make Raft work on more than 7 nodes, sharding of
the cluster is required where each shard runs a separate instance of
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Raft. Therefore, the POC can only work for a minimum number of 3
and a maximum number of 7 KubeFed host clusters.
• Hardcoded Addresses: In each Raft node, there is an HTTP server
used by the nodes to join the Raft cluster, the current POC uses hard-
coded values of the HTTP server of the bootstrap node for sending a
join request. This means that it is always required to configure the
same node to be the bootstrap node. Also, the HTTP addresses of
the nodes should be known in advance which is not always possible in
production environments.
• Transient Container Storage: The current solution stores the Raft
logs for the KubeFed host clusters in the container storage which is
transient and is deleted whenever the container or the pod crashes.
Therefore, whenever a container or the pod crashes the logs need to be
transmitted from the current Raft leader causing additional overhead
on the network.
• Security Limitations: The current solution has several attack vec-
tors, such as the HTTP server, the Raft server, the bolt store, and the
Raft library that can be exploited by the attackers to compromise the
security of the solution as discussed in Section 6.2.1. For instance, an
attacker can create a fake Raft node for joining Raft using the HTTP
server and can get access to confidential information about the de-
ployed resources. Similarly, the attacker can impersonate the leader or
the follower node, send fake RPCs and compromise the integrity of the
solution by modifying the resources.
7.2 Future Work
This section discusses the future directions for improving the proposed solu-
tion. The first idea is to explore the sharding of the KubeFed host clusters for
deploying separate Raft instances. Also, more consensus algorithms that can
support a large number of nodes can be explored. Although currently, there
can be at most 7 nodes, in actual production workloads that are distributed
across different geographical locations and thousands of clusters there might
be a need to have more than 7 KubeFed host clusters. For this purpose, we
can also explore and implement our own protocol for redundancy that can
support more than 7 nodes.
Second, instead of using hardcoded values for the network addresses for
the HTTP server of the nodes, a service discovery feature can be implemented
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using a service mesh, such as Consul or Istio. With this feature, each node
would register its HTTP address with the service that can be queried and
used by the other nodes to join the server.
Third, instead of using transient container storage, a Kubernetes Persis-
tent Volume [32] can be used. A Persistent Volume is a piece of storage in
Kubernetes whose life cycle is independent of the container and the pod that
uses it. This way the Raft logs would not be impacted if the container or the
pod restarts.
Finally, to improve the security of the solution the measures discussed in
section 6.2.2 can be implemented. For instance, TLS can be used for both the
HTTP and the Raft server for server and client-side authentication and data
encryption to prevent the attacker from accessing and modifying confidential
information about the deployed resources.
There is also a production-ready Raft implementation rqlite [43] based
on SQLite that provides several features, such as service discovery, authenti-
cation, and encryption using TLS. In the future, the feasibility of integrating
rqlite with the current POC could also be evaluated.
It would be also beneficial to compare the approach proposed by this
thesis to the one provided by Lars Lasrron et al. if they publish more details
about their work in the future.
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Appendix A
First appendix
This section presents the details for setting up the test environment by pro-
viding detailed configuration steps for cluster deployment, KubeFed instal-
lation, POC installation, and RBAC configuration. The setup requires Go
1.15 to execute.
A.1 Cluster Deployment
To create a Kind cluster, the user can run the following command on Kind
version v0.10.0.
kind create cluster --name CLUSTER -NAME IMAGE
The command would create a kind cluster with the specified name and
image and the default configuration that includes a single control plane node
and no worker nodes. However, the default configuration can be modified to
customize the number of control plane as well as worker nodes. The cluster
can be accessed using the configuration that is created and stored by Kind at
{HOME}/.kube/config. The configuration file describes clusters, users, and
contexts. The context groups access parameters to a cluster including cluster
name, namespace, and the user as shown in Figure A.1.
In order to keep the experiments simple, the default configuration has
been used and the workloads are executed on the control plane node. To cre-
ate the required number of Kind clusters, a shell script [15] from the KubeFed
GitHub repository has been used. The desired number of clusters can be pro-
vided to the script by modifying the value of NUM CLUSTERS variable in the
script as shown in the tutorial [16]. The script would create the specified
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- name: kind -cluster1
user:
client -certificate -data: REDACTED
client -key -data: REDACTED
- name: kind -cluster2
user:
client -certificate -data: REDACTED
client -key -data: REDACTED
Figure A.1: Cluster Configuration File
number of Kind clusters and change the context name of the cluster to the
cluster name. The current context is the default cluster that can be accessed
using kubectl. The user can change the current context to any of the clusters
by using the command.
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kubectl config use -context CONTEXT -NAME
The next section describes the KubeFed installation process on the system.
A.2 KubeFed installation
KubeFed can be installed on the designated host clusters using Helm [11]
as presented in the tutorial [19]. Helm is a package manager used in Ku-
bernetes to describe application structure through helm-charts and manage
the structure using simple commands. It lets the users create a collection
of application resources and deploy the application as a single unit. Helm
can be used by the users for installing, managing, and updating even the
most complicated Kubernetes applications. Using Helm version v3.5.3, first,
the KubeFed chart version 0.7.0 is added into the local charts by using the
following command.
helm repo add kubefed -charts https :// raw.
githubusercontent.com/kubernetes -sigs/kubefed/
master/charts
Afterwards, KubeFed is installed on all the host clusters using the com-
mand.
helm --namespace kube -federation -system upgrade -i
kubefed kubefed -charts/kubefed --version =0.7.0
--create -namespace
The member clusters can join the host clusters using the following kubfedectl
[21] command. Kubefedctl is a command-line utility for KubeFed.
kubefedctl join MEMBER -CLUSTER --cluster -context
MEMBER -CLUSTER --host -cluster -context HOST -
CLUSTER -CONTEXT --v=2
In the above example, MEMBER-CLUSTER is the name of the cluster that
joins the host cluster and HOST-CLUSTER-CONTEXT is the name of the
context of the host cluster that the member cluster intends to join.
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The detailed steps for joining and unjoining the host clusters are presented
in the tutorial [20]
The next section describes the steps for installing the POC on the KubeFed
host clusters.
A.3 POC Installation
The POC is packaged as a docker image and uploaded onto the docker hub in
a private registry. The image is then installed on the KubeFed host clusters in
a pod as a Kubernetes deployment. The configuration file of the deployment
is shown in Figure A.2. The deployment is exposed outside the cluster by
























Figure A.2: POC Deployment Configuration
The following command can be used for deploying the POC on the des-
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ignated KubeFed host clusters.
kubectl apply -f DEPLOYMENT_FILE
The next section describes the RBACs created for the POC.
A.4 RBACs
RBACs contain four types of objects i.e., Role, ClusterRole, RoleBinding, and
ClusterRoleBinding. This thesis uses two of these objects which are described
below:
• ClusterRole: contains rules representing a set of additive permissions.
It can be used to define permissions on cluster-scoped objects.
• ClusterRoleBinding: is used to apply the set of rules defined in the
ClusterRole to cluster-wide objects.
Figure A.3 shows an example of the configuration of a ClusterRole created







- apiGroups: ["types.kubefed.io"] # "" indicates the
core API group
resources: [" federatednamespaces "]
verbs: ["get", "watch", "list", "delete", "create
", "update "]
Figure A.3: ClusterRole for Federated Namespace
The above ClusterRole can be applied to the clusters using Cluster-
RoleBinding on the default account using the following command.
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kubectl create clusterrolebinding fns -reader --
clusterrole=fns -reader --serviceaccount=default:
default
